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Replacement Glass 1400 Gloss Opal
SKU:OLRG-1400

Model 1400 - gloss opal white, spherical replacement glass. The opening of the glass is
approximately 50mm and is made for use with spring-action clips (it does NOT have a
lipped edge for screws). Hand finished, each glass may have subtle differences or
imperfections.

Description
Model 1400 - gloss opal white, spherical replacement glass. The opening of the glass is
approximately 50mm and is made for use with spring-action clips (it does NOT have a
lipped edge for screws). Hand finished, each glass may have subtle differences or
imperfections.

Additional information

Brand Oriel Lighting

Colour Opal

Finish Gloss

Bulb Qty 1

Bulb Type B22

Wattage 40W

Bulb Included NO

Recommended Globe A-LED-7109140

Overall Height 14

Overall Width 14

Overall Depth 14

Item Dimensions D140 H140

Fitting Height H140

Fitting Diameter D140

Fitting Other Dimension Opening D50

Primary Material GLASS

Unless stated, fittings do not include globes (bulbs). No representations are made as to the suitability of this product for your application. All fixed lights (other than DIY lights)
should be installed by a licensed electrical contractor. Due to continuing product development, some specifications may change over time. Refer to our detailed Terms and
Conditions, online at: www.oriel-lighting.com.au | Details and specifications are current at the time of printing, and with constant product development, subject to change.
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Supplier Code OLRG-1400

UPI 9324879211970

Warranty / Guarantee 1 Year Replacement Guarantee
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